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Error Analysis of Finite Difference

Schemes Applied to Hyperbolic

Initial Boundary Value Problems*

By Gunilla Skóilermo

Abstract.    A technique for the complete error analysis of finite difference schemes

for hyperbolic initial boundary value problems is developed.   The error analysis is

split into subproblems so that different boundary approximations or different initial

approximations easily can be compared for a given interior scheme.   The steps of the

theoretical analysis are demonstrated on the leapfrog scheme for a simple model

equation.   The technique is applied to several choices of initial approximations and

boundary conditions for leapfrog with second and fourth order accuracy in space.   A

comparison with two implicit schemes is also made.   The theoretical error estimates

are shown to agree very well with computational results.

1.   Introduction.   We will study finite difference methods for the numerical solu-

tion of mixed initial boundary value problems for hyperbolic equations.  The purpose

of this paper is to develop a technique for the total error analysis of a finite difference

scheme taking initial approximations as well as boundary conditions and the interior

approximation into account.  The influence of the different sources of error is clearly

exhibited, and the analysis makes it possible to compare different choices of initial

approximations or boundary conditions for a given scheme in the interior.

The comparison of different methods for the numerical solution of partial differ-

ential equations is a challenging but difficult task.   The methods may be applied to

some set of test examples which is thought to be representative.  The outcome of such

tests may depend heavily on the chosen examples and the implementation of the

methods.   Another approach is to analyze the properties of the different methods in

detail on a simple example. Such a study will need the complement of some more

complicated test-runs to be complete, but a careful analysis should give valuable guide-

lines also for more general problems. The behavior of the error is also more easily under-

stood and illustrated on simple examples and good model problems are of great value

in the study of numerical phenomena.

We will formulate our problem as follows.  Consider the equation ut = cux,

c > 0 constant, in a strip 0 < x < 1, t > 0 with initial values given on the x-axis and

boundary values given at the right boundary.  We examine each Fourier component of
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12 GUNILLA SKÖLLERMO

the solution.  The efficiency is measured as the number of meshpoints per wavelength

which is needed to obtain some preassigned accuracy.  This information should also be

relevant in more complicated situations,   since the model problem can be used to

describe the local behavior in most cases.   First, we study the pure Cauchy problem

and describe the influence of the initial approximation and the interior scheme.

Secondly, we consider the influence of the boundary approximations separated from

the other errors.   Finally, we take into account how the error from the Cauchy prob-

lem is reflected in the boundaries.  The general technique is illustrated throughout the

paper on a simple example with leapfrog.   Several examples and comparisons are made

in the last sections.

A similar analysis for the Cauchy problem has been undertaken by Kreiss and

Öliger [4] and by Swartz and Wendroff [7].  Kreiss and Öliger discuss only the dis-

cretization in time.   In both papers the main interest is on the interior approximation.

Here the boundary conditions and the initial approximations are also included in the

analysis.

Acknowledgement.  Many inspiring discussions with Professor H. 0. Kreiss are

gratefully acknowledged.   I would also like to thank Dr. A. Sundström and Professor

J. Öliger for valuable criticism and suggestions.  This work was completed during a

visit to Stanford University and many thanks are due to Professor G. H. Golub and

Professor J. Öliger for their kind hospitality.

2.   Background and Notations.   We consider the model equation

(2.1) ut = cux,      0<JC<l,f>0,

for a positive constant c.  Initial values are given as t7(x, 0) = Fix), and we assume that

Fix) can be defined for every x such that /"„, | F(x)\2 dx < °°.  Boundary values are

given as «(1, t) = F(l + ct) and the solution is u(x, t) = Fix + ci).  We want to solve

this problem by a finite difference approximation, which we apply at discrete mesh-

points, xm = 777/7, h = 1/tV for some integer N, and at discrete time levels t„ = nk.

The ratio k/h = X is kept constant and m and 77 are integer numbers.   Let v'mn denote

the approximation to umn = uimh, nk).   The differential equation (2.1) is approximat-

ed for 777 = r, r + 1, . . . , tV - q, n = s, s + 1, . . . by a consistent multistep method

(2.2) Qvmn = 0.

The difference operator Q = 2£=_, Q0E~°, where Qa = ^f=_rAj0(h)E¡n, E°nvmn =

vm n + o ' ^Lvmn = vm+j,n> depend smoothly on the stepsize h.  For the first few

steps the scheme is modified to

(2.3) Snvmn=smn,      m = r,r+l,. . . ,N-q,n = 0,l,...,s.

Here Sn axe smooth operators of the same kind as Q and smn axe given initial values.

Usually, S0 = I and sm0 = F(mh) for example. We must also define special approxi-

mations near the boundaries.

(2.4) Bmvmn=bmn,      m = 0,l,...,r-l,N-q + l,...,N,n>s,

and
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(2.5) Smnvmn = bmn'        m = 0, I, . . . , r - I, N - q + I, . . . , N,

n = 0, 1, . . . , s.

Here Bm = Z* =_, BomE^ with Bom = 2/=_m <•*(*)££ and similarly for Smn.

We make the following assumptions on the schemes.

Assumption 1.  The equations (2.2)-(2.5) can be solved boundedly for vmn + i,

i.e. there exists a constant Kx > 0 such that for every G there exists a unique solution

w to

Q-iWm=Gm,       m=r,r + I, . . . ,N-q,

B-imwm =Sm,        m = 0, 1, ... ,r- l,n-q + 1, ... ,N,

with

||w||2</v1(||0||2+/x^m|2+        ¿       l^12
\ \m = 0 m = Af-<7+l

The discrete norms are defined as

1117,1*=   Z   \vm\2h    and    IMI2jf=£    X   lwM„l3ftfc
m = 0 rt = 0 m = 0

Assumption 2.  The scheme defined by (2.2)-(2.5) is strongly stable in the sense

of Kreiss, see Gustafsson, Kreiss and Sundström [3].

Consider the case with homogeneous initial values.  It has been shown that the

scheme is strongly stable if and only if the resolvent equation connected with (2.2) and

boundary condition (2.4) has a unique solution, which can be bounded in terms of the

boundary values [3].   More precisely, if vmn is replaced by the test-solution vmn =

vmz", the corresponding equation for vm should have a unique bounded solution for

all \z\ > 1; and there should exist a constant K2 such that

zie,j2+  f   iömi2<^/i:1iimi2+  z   \êA'  w >i-
M = 0 u = .ÍV-<7 + l \" = 0 ß = N-q + l /

Here, ¿u is related to gßrt via gßn = g^z".

The main interest in this paper lies on the error analysis and especially on how

the initial approximations and boundary conditions shall be taken into account.  The

discrete error function emn is defined by emn = umn - vmn.  It satisfies a set of

difference equations where the right-hand sides represent the different truncation errors.

00     Qemn=Qumn'      m = r, r + I, . . . , N - q, n > s,

(b)      Snemn=SnUmn-Smn'        m = r, r + I, . . . , N - q, n = 0, I, . . . , S,

(2.6) (c)    Bmemn=Bmumn-bmn,      m = 0, 1, . . . , r - 1, N- q + 1, . . . , N,

7J > S,

(<0    Smnemn=Smnumn-bmn,      m = 0,l,...,r-l,N-q + l,...,N,

71 = 0,  1, . . . ,S.
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Gustafsson [2] has shown that if the right-hand side of (2.6a) is 0(hv+1) and the

other three right-hand sides are 0(hv), then the solution emn can be estimated by

\\e\\x t = 0(hv).  This means that the boundary approximation and initial approxima-

tion may be one order of accuracy lower than the interior approximation without de-

creasing the overall accuracy.  Here we are interested in more precise error estimates

so that different schemes and different choices of initial or boundary approximations

may be compared.

To facilitate the analysis we make a partition of the error corresponding to the

different sources of error.

(i)  Consider the pure Cauchy problem with a suitable extension of the initial

values.   Let the corresponding error function, el, satisfy (2.6a) and (2.6b) for every m.

Using Fourier analysis in space, we can easily obtain estimates of e1.  This error shows

the influence of the starting procedure and the interior truncation error.

(ii)  Consider (2.6a) with right-hand side zero and the boundary conditions (2.6c).

After a suitable extension of the region of definition we can use Fourier analysis with

respect to time and obtain an estimate of the corresponding error function, e11, which

describes the influence of the boundary approximation.

(iii)  In general, e1 fails to satisfy the homogeneous boundary approximation and

e11 fails to satisfy the homogeneous initial approximation.  To account for what hap-

pens as e1 is reflected in the boundaries etc we will introduce a third error function

ein, which is designed so that el + eli + elu satisfy all the equations of (2.6).

In this way the different sources of error can be discussed more or less separately.

This technique makes it possible to compare different choices of initial approximations

or different choices of boundary approximations for a given interior scheme.

3. The Cauchy Problem and the Initial Approximation. Let us consider the pure

initial value problem

ut = cux,      - °° < x < oo t > 0,

where c is a positive constant.  The initial values are u(x, 0) = F(x) and the solution

for 0 < x < 1, t > 0 is exactly the same as for the problem in a strip.   Let us use

the finite difference scheme (2.2) with the initial approximations (2.3) to compute an

approximation to umn = u(mh, nk) for all 777 and 77 > 0.  We denote the discrete error

by emn.  The error must satisfy the following equations

Qemn  = QUmn      all /«, fl > S,
(3.1)

Snemn  = 5„«m„ ~ «-,„      all 777, 77 = 0,  1, . . . , S.

The functions smn are extended smoothly for m < 0, m > N such that the functions

belong to l2 (- °° < m < °°).   We can interpret (3.1) to be valid for any x = mh, so

that en(x) is defined by the equations above for all x.  The initial data are chosen to

be square integrable and the scheme is assumed to be stable for the Cauchy problem.

Therefore, we can define the Fourier transform of enix) with respect to x,

/oo /»oo

en(x)expi-2-niojx) dx    and    en(x) = I      é^(co)exp(27ncox) dco.
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Multiplying (3.1) by exp(-27T7'cox) and integrating, we obtain

ôêj/w) = Qûn(u>),      n>s,
(3.2)

Snêln(u>) =SnÛnio>)-sn,      n = 0, 1, . . . , s.

The notation Q is the Fourier transform of the operator Q, i.e. Q = exp(-2nicjmh)Qrm,

rm = exp(27r7co777iI7).   Since u(x, t) = Fix + ct), the Fourier transform ûn(u>) is re-

lated to û0(co) through w„(co) = exp(2uicjnck)uQ((¿).

We want to determine how small the stepsize h must be in order to ensure that

the relative error e\ioA)lûn(o3) is smaller than some predetermined tolerance.   More pre-

cisely, we will determine the number of points per wavelength, M = l/ojh, that are needed

to obtain a certain accuracy.

So let us solve (3.2).  The homogeneous equation Qrn = 0 has s + 1 character-

istic roots z0, . . . , zs.  The scheme is stable and, therefore, \z¡\ < 1, / = 0, 1, . . . , s;

and there are no multiple roots on the unit circle.   Furthermore, the scheme is consis-

tent; and therefore, one root, say z0 = exp [2-nicock + i¿ckO(hLú)v] » f°r some v > 1.

The interior scheme is of order v.

The other roots z,,. . . , zs give rise to spurious solutions which cannot be in-

terpreted as discretizations of any continuous functions. The initial conditions determine

how"much influence these extraneous roots will have on the computed solution.

One particular solution to (3.2) is given by m„(co). Let us assume that there are

no multiple roots z¡, I = 0, . . . , s, to avoid cumbersome notations. Then the general

solution to (3.2) can be written

*J(") » Z Ciz" + "«(")■
7=0

The coefficients C¡ are determined by the initial conditions

s

£   C,Pniz,) = - s„(w),       n = 0, 1, . . . , s,
7=0

where P„(z) = Sn {z") are polynomials in z.  The typical solution to this system of

equations is

C0 = (- 1 + Oiihuif + (hcA)v))ù0(cA),

C, = Oiihu)a + (Aw)"),      J - 1,.... i,

where v is the global order of the interior approximation and a is the local order of the

initial approximation.  Thus, we get with exp(27r/cjcx) = z,

*„(«) = ¿0(w)z"(l -z"0/z") +0((hu)a) + O((ho>n

For small values of coh the upper bound for the relative error êR = en(ai)/ún(cS) for

t = nk is

êR = cocr • (co/i)"const j + (wA)I'const2 + (cj/.)°xonst3.

We can insert en(cj) into the Fourier transform for eln(x).  The part û0(co)z"(l - z",/z")
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+ O((h(jS)a)z"0 corresponds to a smooth function

tF(v+l\x + ct)0(hv) + 0(ha) ■ F(a\x + ct).

The spurious roots give nonsmooth solutions.   We will use êR to compare different

initial approximations.   Let p be the number of periods we want to compute in time,

i.e. cocí < p.   To keep elR < e we must choose M = Ijtoh such that

p • const j/yW + const2/Ai" + const3/A/a < e.

The choice of the stepsize h is also determined by how many of the leading frequencies

we wish to represent accurately.  We must, therefore, also consider how fast w0(co)

decay with increasing co.   If 77(x, 0) has q - 1 continuous derivatives in L2 (- °° < x

< °°), then w0(co) decay as 1/(1 + of).  Thus, we need only consider the first few

frequencies if the initial data are smooth.

Example 1.   Let us analyze leapfrog

vmn + l ~vmn-l ~AC0>w + ln "üm-li>) = 0

with initial approximations

"mO = "m0>

vmi -«mO-^^m + lB -vm-m) = °-

Fourier transformation with respect to x gives an inhomogeneous difference equation

for ên(cj).  The corresponding characteristic equation is

z2 - 2iXc sin(27Tco/7)z -1=0.

The characteristic roots are

z0 = exp Ï2itiuck ~\ ickTr3u3h2(l - X2c2) + 0((o>h)4)j ,      z, = -l/z0.

The general solution is

e„(co) = C0z"0 + Cxz" + ¿70(o)) • exp(27n'coc77/0.

The initial conditions give

C0+Cx=- U0(w),      C0Px(z0) + CxPx(zx) = 0,

where Pxiz) = z - 1 - Xci sin(27ra>/V).  Thus,

C0 = - ¿70(co)/(l - Pxiz0)/Pxizx)),      Cx = - C0PxizQ)lPxizx).

For coh small P,(z0) = - 2mo?X2c2h2 + 0((coh)3) and Px(zx) = -2 4- Oicoh).

Thus,

êl„(u>) = 770(co) • z"(l - z"Jz") + Ü0(u)(z"x-z"0)Px(z0)/Px(zx) + 0((coh)3),

where z = exp(27ncocfc).   For toh small an upper bound on the relative error is given by

elR =| cocí • co2/72 • tt3(1 - X2c2) + 2ir2co2h2X2c2
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with t = nk.   Here we have used the triangle inequality and disregarded the fact that

\z" - z", I = 12 cos(2?Twcr)| for 77 even and \z" - z£l = |2 sin(27rcocr)| for 77 odd.  This

oscillatory behavior is clearly seen in Figure 1, where the theoretical estimate of the

error and the exact error are shown for ut = ux, m(x, t) = sin(2Tr(x + t)) with periodic

boundary conditions.  In Section 5 several other initial approximations are compared.

Inserting êJ,(co) in the Fourier transform, we obtain

e\(x) = \cth2il - X2c2)F^\x + ct)

+ i X2c2h2 [i-l)"F^2\x - ct) - F<2>(x + ci)] + Oih3).

For uxt > 1.5 X2c2/il - X2c2) the error from the interior approximation dominates

the error from the initial approximation.

5

4

3

2

1

Figure 1

The theoretical error estimate and the true error for the model problem

ut = ux, u(x, 0) = sin(27rx), «(0, t) = 77(1, t) axe shown for two periods of

time.  The interior scheme is second order leapfrog and the initial approxi-

mation is centered Euler.  The value of Xc is 0.75 and we have used 30

points per wavelength in space.

4.   The Influence of the Boundary Approximations.   In the previous section we

discussed how the interior truncation error and the errors in the initial approximations

propagate in space and time.  We will now study how the truncation error in the

boundary approximation is propaged into the interior.

4.1.   777e Homogenous Problem in an Infinite Strip with Inhomogeneous Bound-

ary Data.   Let us for a moment disregard e, and the presence of the initial level.  Con-

MAX ERROR- 0.01
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sider the problem defined by

(4'°    Bm^tn=BmumH-bmH,    m = 0,l,...,r-l,N-q + l,...,N,n>0.

Let us extend the region of definition for umn, bmn and emn to include negative values

of 77.  If 77 E L2 (0 < t < °°), this extension can be done so that the functions belong to

l2 (- °° < n < °°).   If we wish to allow solutions 77(x, t) that grow with time, such that

ue~at E L2 (0 < t < <») for some positive constant a, we introduce new variables

w = e"atu and similarly for e before the extension is made.  All the conclusions that

we will draw in the following discussion are valid also in that case.

We interpret (4.1) to be valid for every time t so that em(t) is defined for all t

by the relations above.  We apply the Fourier transform with respect to time and obtain

2^(7) =/"oo emit) • exp(-2myt)dt,

«m(0 = F   ^(y) ' exp(2myt)dy.
J   _ oo

Multiplying (4.1) by exp(-27r77f) and integrating, we obtain

(4 2)       0^(7) = 0,      r<m<N-q,

*«'"(7)  =Bm"m(.y)-bm,      m = 0,l,...,r-l,N-q + l,...,N.

Here Q and Bm are the Fourier transforms of the operators Q and Bm with respect to

time, Q = exp(-2niynk)Qrn, rn = exp(2iriynk).   Furthermore, um(y) =

exp(2ir iy/cmh) • u0(y).  The difference equation (4.2) is the resolvent equation with

z = exp(27T77rV).  The corresponding characteristic equation has r + q characteristic

roots KAy), j = 1, . . . , r + q.   If none of these are of multiplicity greater than one,

the general solution is

r+q

Zu)=z 4*rw-
7=1

The boundary conditionsBm7™ = Bmum - bm give a system of equations for the

coefficients Af,j - 1, . . . , r + q, Z£í? AjRm(K¡) = u0 • Rm(K) - bm, m = 0, . . . ,

r-l,7V-t7 + l,...,7V, where Rm(x) axe polynomials in x and x_1 that corre-

spond to the difference operators Bm and k = exp(2niyh/c). This system has a unique

solution.

In general, we get ^"(t) = «„(7) ' 0((yh)&) for some exponent (3, which is the

local truncation error for the boundary approximations.  We use the relative error

CrO) - ^m(y)l"m(y) as a convenient measure of the influence of the boundary

approximations when comparing different schemes.

Example 2. Let us demonstrate the technique on leapfrog with boundary conditions

V0n +1 ~ v0n - Mvln - V0n)   = 0, VNn = UNn.
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o '    Ki    —      -k2)  ' R0(k)/R0(k2) + higher order terms.

The resolvent equation for leapfrog is

(z - z-1)^1 -Xc(7m\x -7»_x) = 0.

The characteristic equation

(z- z~x)k- Xc(k2 - 1) = 0

has the roots k, = exp(2iriy/ch + 0((yh)3)), k2 = -1/kx for z = exp(27n'7fc).  We

obtain e^1 = Axkx" + A2k2.  The polynomials corresponding to the boundary oper-

ators are

R0(k) = z - 1 - Xc(k - 1),      Rn(k) = KN.

Thus,

^i^oC^i) + A2R0(k2) = u0 • R0(k),      Axknx  + A2kn2 = 0,

where k = exp(2iriyh/c) and h = l/N

~H

em   = "o

\      W 'I
With z = exp(27T77fc) we get R0(k) = 2Xc(l - Xc)ti2y2h2/c2 + 0(y3h3) and R0(k2) =

2Xc + 0(7/7).  Thus,

7ml = m0(w) • (1 -Xc)rr272A2/c2[(-l)iVexp(27ri7/c(-2+ mh)) -(-l)mexp(-2mymh/c)]

+ 0(y3h3).

The magnitude of the relative error is estimated by

e^1 = 2(1 - Xc)n2y2h2/c2 = 2(1 - Xc)rr2/M2,

where M = c/yh = I/cjA is the number of points per wavelength in space.   Inserting

e^(co) into the Fourier transform, we get

eu(mh, t) = %(l - Xc)h2((-l)NF(2)(mh +ct-2)- (-l)mF(2)(c7 - mh)) + 0(h3).

4.2.   777e Reflection of Errors in the Boundaries.  We must now consider how the

result from the Cauchy problem and from the pure boundary value problem must be

patched together to describe the error propagation for the mixed initial boundary value

problem.  The sum of e1 and e11 satisfies (2.6a) and almost satisfies (2.6b) and (2.6c).

We need to estimate the remaining error em = e - e1 - e11, which is defined by the

equations

Qem\ " °.      r<m<N-q,n>s,

BmCn=-Bmelmn,      m = 0,l,...,r-l,N-q + l,...,N,n>s,

V"Î,=-VÎÎ».      r<m<N-q,n = 0,l,...,s,

^mnemn   ~ ^mnumn      "mn ~ "mn^mn       °mn>'

777 = 0, 1, . . . , r - 1, N - q + 1, . . . , N, n = 0, 1, . . . , s.
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There is one source of error from the reflection of el in the boundaries, another from

the reflection of e11 in the initial level; and finally, we have to take into account the

special boundary approximations that may be needed at the first few levels.

We will discuss the error eIH in terms of our example with leapfrog and then

generalize from this example.  We use Sn as in Example 1, Bm as in Example 2, and

the initial boundary conditions are Sqq

while Sox = B0, box = 0 and SNX = /, bNX = U(l, k).  Recall that

SNO=I,b00=uiO,0),bNO=uil,0)

e\s, t) = h2tFx(x + ct) + h2(F2(x + ct)-(- l)t/kF2(x - ct)) + 0(h3),

el\x, t) = h2((-l)NF3(x +ct-2)- i-l)x'hF3ict - x)) + Oih3),

for some functions Fx, F2 and F3.

Let us consider the function tFxix + ct).  We introduce a discrete function dmn

which shall satisfy

Qdmn=0,      Km<N-l,n>l,

= -B[tFxix +ct)],      m = 0, N, n> 1,

0,        1 < 777 <7V- 1,77 = 0, 1,

m = 0,N, n = 0,l.

In our example

kc
B0 [tFxix + ct)] =it + k)Fx(c(t + k)) - tFx(ct) + - (Fx(h + ct) - Fx(ct)) = Oik)

and BN[tFxix + ct)] = tFxix + ct). Thus, the difference equation above is a stable

and consistent approximation to dt = cdx, dix, 0) = 0, d(l, t) = tFxict). Therefore,

dmn= dimh, nk) + OQi) and

m   mn

à „Ctm „  -n   mn

Sm„dm„ = 0,mn   mn '

nkFximh + cnk) + dmn

nkFximh + cnk) + Oih),      mh +cnk<l,

—- • Fx (m/7 + C77*;) + Oih),      mh + cnk> 1.

This means that the error does not continue to grow with time indefinitely but rather

depends on the distance from the closest boundary with given boundary values. This

is a general conclusion that pertains also for schemes other than leapfrog.  If the oper-

ators Bm are extrapolation formulas or if they are derived from the differential equa-

tions, we get

Oih), 777 = 0, . . . ,r- l,N-q + 1_,N-l,

Bm[tFxix + ct)] =

tFxict) + Oih),      m=N.

If we overspecify the boundary values, this may no longer be true.   In that case we

would have to consider the equation for dmn with specially chosen values for the

overspecified equations to obtain the same result as above.   The influence of the over-

specification must then be treated separately.
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Let us try to account for all the other errors by introducing a discrete function

gmn satisfying

QSmn = 0.

BmSmn = ~Bm [F2(mh + cnk) - i-l)nF2imh - cnk)],

SnSmn = S^i-lfF^mh + cnk - 2) - (-l)mF3(-mh + cnk)],

SmnSmn = SmnF(mh + cnk) - bmn - Smn(F2(mh + cnk) - (-l)"F2(mh - cnk))

- Smn((-l)NF3(mh + cnk - 2) - (-l)mF3i-mh + cnk)).

We will express the leading part of gmn as a test solution of the form

ëmn = GMh + cnk) + (-l)"G2(mh - cnk) + (-l)mG3(-mh + cnk)

+ (-l)"G4(mh + cnk) + 0(h).

We get Qgmn = 0(h2).  The boundary conditions give

-2(-l)"G2(-cnk) + 2XcG3(cnk) - 2(-l)"G4(cnk)

= -2(-l)"F2(-cnk) + 0(h)    for ct?*; > 0.

Gx(l + cnk) + (-l)"G2(l - cnk) + (~l)NG3(-l + cnk) + (-1)"G4(1 + cnk)

= -F2(l + cnk) + (-1)"F2(1 - cuit) + 0(h),   cnk > 0.

-2G2(mh)-2G^(mh) = 0(h),      0<mh<l.

Gx(mh) + G2imh) + i~l)mG3i-mh) + G^mh)

= - i-l)NF3imh - 2) + i-l)mF3i-mh) + OQi),     0<mh<l.

Let G3(-x) = F3(-x), 0 < x < 1, and G3(x) = 0, x > 0.   Let

!-i-l)NF3ix - 2), 0<x<l,
-F2(x) - i-l)NF3ix - 2),       K x < 2,

-F2(x), x > 2.

Let C72(x) = F2ix) + //(x); then we get

10, -2k<x<-2k + l,k = 0,l,2,. .. ,

F2i-2k - x),      -2k-l<x<- 2k,

I-F2ix-2k),      2k<x<2k+ l,x = 0, 1,2, . . . ,

0, 2k + 1 <x<2k + 2,

and
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F2(x + ci),    0<x + cr<l,

G,(x + ct) + F2(x + ct) + (-l)NF3(x +ct-2) « ( 0,    1 <x -r-ci<2,

(- l)NF3(x + ct - 2), x + ct > 2,

G2(x - ct) - F2(x - ct) = H(x - ct),

0, 0<-x + ct<l,

G3(-x + ct) - F3(-x + ct) =

-F3(-x + ct),      ct > x.

We can write em\ = h2(dmn + gmn) + Oih3), and the total error is e = el + e11 +

eul.  If we only consider the 0(h2)-texms, we find that the error from the boundary

approximation is not present close to the initial level and that the smooth part of the

initial error disappears for x + ct > 1.   That part of the initial error which is not smooth

is trapped between the two boundaries and bounces back and forth, neither increasing

nor decreasing in magnitude. For a dissipative scheme this error would quickly decrease.

For an implicit scheme it is not as obvious that the boundary errors will only propagate

gradually into the interior but the same kind of analysis undertaken, e.g. for Crank-Nicol-

son's scheme with a suitable boundary approximation shows the same characteristic

features.  In general, we use a test solution which contains solutions corresponding to

the different characteristic roots in space and time. The general pattern is the same; parts

of the initial error and the boundary error are annihilated in certain regions, and certain

solutions travel back and forth between the boundaries. For the quarterplane problem

0 < t, 0 <x the pattern is somewhat simpler since we need never take any reflection in the

right boundary into account.

5.   Numerical Examples.

5.1.   Comparison of Initial Approximations for Leapfrog with Second and Fourth

Order Approximation in Space.   Let us consider the second order leapfrog scheme which

we have used for illustration in the previous examples.  We will investigate a few differ-

ent initial approximations and demonstrate their influence on the total error for the

Cauchy or the periodic problem.   The following schemes may be used as initial approxi-

mations.

00     vml  =uml'

(b) ^1=^0 + 0.5Xc(um + i 0 - um_i o).      all 777,

(c) vmi =vmo +0.5Xcivm + x „ -vm_, 0) + 0.5\2c2(um + x Q-2vm0 +vm_x 0).

The list is by no means exhaustive, but we think that these schemes are representative

of common choices.   Let us call them exact, centered Euler and Lax-Wendroff, respec-

tively.   After Fourier transformation with respect to x the error can be written (cf.

Example 1)

~i ~ PAzn) ~
en(">) - u0(oj)(exp(2Tricücnk) - z0) + —-^- u0(u)(z"x - z"0)

+ O((Px(z0)lPx(zx))2),
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where

Z0 = exp \2wÍUCk - | ICX7T3C03/72(1 - X2c2) + 6>((co/7)4)J

and zx = - l/z0.  The function Px(z) is defined from the initial condition after Fourier

transformation.  In case (a) we get

Pi(zo)lPi(zi) ■ (zo - exp(27ncocx))/(Zj - z0),

while for the other two cases we obtain (b) Px(z) = z - 1 - Xci sin(2tru)h) and

(c) Px(z) = z - 1 - Xci sin(277co/7) + 2X2c2sin2(7rto/7). An upper bound for the relative

error is given by

fR m | CüC77T3(l  - X2C2)IM2  + 2\PX(Z0)IPX(ZX)\,

where M = l/(coh) is the number of points per wavelength.  In Table 1 the leading

term of i,1(z0)//>1(z1) is listed together with an estimate of how large M must be

chosen to make 7R less than 10% or less than 1% after one period in time.  The figures

are given for Xc = 0.75.

Scheme Px(z0)lPxizx) 10%  1%

Exact |tt3Xc(1 -X2c2)lM3       14     43

Centered Euler    n2X2c2/M2 18     55

Lax-Wendroff      27r4X2c2(l - X2c2)lM*    14     43

Table 1

The leading term of/,1(z0)/JD1(z1) for different initial

approximations and the second order leapfrog scheme is

given in column 1 while columns 2 and 3 contain the num-

ber of points per wavelength that are needed to obtain a

relative error of less than 10% or less than 1% respectively.

The value of Xc is 0.75.

In practice the exact values are seldom known, but we see that the Lax-Wendroff

scheme gives at least the same accuracy.   For complicated problems in several space di-

mensions Lax-Wendroff may be difficult to implement, and we may have to use centered

Euler.   However, the interior error dominates the initial error after a very short period

of time, for Lax-Wendroff already at the first step and for centered Euler the two errors

are of the same size for cocí > 3X2c2/(2?r(l - X2c2)), (e.g. cocí = 0.614 for Xc = 0.75).

From the expression for e^co) we expect the error to oscillate with time.  The true

error and the estimate eR axe plotted in Figure 1 (p. 17) over two periods of time using

M = 30, Xc = 0.75 and centered Euler.  To avoid mixture with the influence of the

boundary conditions we have chosen the periodic problem ut = ux, w(x, 0) = sin(27rx)

and 77(0, t) = «(1, t).  The oscillations are clearly seen, and the theory is seen to give

only a very small overestimate of the true error.

We will also consider an approximation which is fourth order in space and second
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order in time, namely

vmn + l  = vmn-l   + ^C{j(Vm + ln ~~ um-ln) "~ J2 (Um + 2n _ vm-2n)j '

which is stable for Xc < 0.7287.  The local truncation error is (l/6)fc3«m +

ill30)kh4uxxxxt + Oik5). The characteristic roots corresponding to the Cauchy problem

are

z0 = exp (litioxk + | /7r3co3c3x3 - || fc**V«s + Oik5))

and z, = - l/z0.  We will also include a scheme which is fourth order accurate in space

(d) »ml  =vm0 + ^(3(^ + 1   0 ~Vm-l   o) ~ ñ^m+2 0 _»W-2  o)j

with the corresponding function

Pxiz) = Z - 1  -Xc7'(^Sin(27TCO/.) - i Sin(47TW/7)j .

The relative error is given by

si 4     3     22;2       16     s     4,4
■x ti3i¿ rk* - y? ti (¿ht ü>ct + 2\PxizQ)lPxizx)\.

Due to the minus sign in the expression of the interior error there are certain choices of

Xc and M, which are more favorable than others, and for which the error emanating

from the initial approximation has an important influence on the total error for quite

a long time.   The interior error after one period in time is plotted as a function of the

number of points per wavelength in Figure 2 with Xc = 0.2.   We see that for M = 14

the error is less than 10~4, while for M in the interval 15-32 the interior error is

greater than 10~3.  The initial error for centered Euler and the theoretical estimate

of the total error as well as the true total error after one period in time are also plotted

in Figure 2.  We have used the same periodic problem as above.  In Table 2 we give the

expression for the leading term of Pxiz0)/Pxizx) and an estimate of how large M must be

chosen to obtain errors less than 1% or less than 0.1% after one period in time.  The

results are given both for Xc = 0.2 and Xc = 0.02.

These results show that if we are satisfied with an error of about 1% we should

not choose Xc too small, since nothing is gained from the increase in work.  If we re-

quire an error of about 0.1%, smaller Xc seems to be favorable.   However, the compu-

tational work is proportional to the total number of points.   For Xc = 0.2 the work

is proportional to 482 • 5 in one space dimension or 483 • 5 or 484 • 5 in two or three

space dimensions. These figures should be compared to 242 • 50,243 • 50 and 244 • 50

for Xc = 0.02, respectively.  Thus, Xc = 0.2 gives a more efficient scheme unless we

require even better accuracy or work with a three-dimensional problem.   The choice of

initial approximation is not very important, but for high accuracy and not so small Xc

the Lax-Wendroff scheme seems to be preferable, whereas for high accuracy and small

Xc the fourth order approximation should be recommended.
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Figure 2
The interior error, the initial error i>1(z0)//>1(z1) and the total theoretical

error estimates are shown together with the true error for the model prob-

lem ut = ux, uix, 0) = sin(27Tx), «(0, t) = «(1, t).  The interior scheme is

leapfrog with fourth order approximation in space and the initial approxi-

mation is centered Euler.   The value of Xc is 0.2 and the error is shown

after one period in time for different numbers of points per wavelength.

Scheme PMlWi)

Exact

Centered
Euler

Lax-Wendroff

0.5Xc/Ailn3X2c2/M2 -^n5/M4

\it2X2c2/M2 +i\xcTi3lM3\

U*X2c2lM* +i\xctt3lM3

Fourth order       it X c /M

1% 0.1%

0.2 0.02 0.2 0.02

11 14 38 24

12 14 48 28

12 14 41 28

12 14 48 24

Table 2

The leading term of Pxiz0)/Pxizx) is listed for different initial approximations

and the fourth order leapfrog scheme in column 1.  In columns 2 and 3 theo-

retical estimates are given of the number of points per wavelength which are

needed to obtain a relative error of less than 1% for Xc = 0.2 and 0.02, re-

spectively.   In columns 4 and 5 the corresponding estimates are given for 0.1%

relative error.
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5.2.  Comparison of Boundary Conditions for Second Order Leapfrog.   Let us

consider the usual leapfrog scheme with the following boundary approximations at the

outflow boundary:

(a) V0n + 1  =V0n +'Kc(vln~VOn)'

(b) V0n + 1  = V0n-1   + 2Xc(vln ~ ^Oii + l   + «On-I»

(c) ^on + l  +üln + l -Xc("ln + 1 -»Oii + l)"«>Oii +uli, + AC(»>ln _ «0«)-

We call these approximations explicit, weighted in time and the box scheme.  They

have all been shown to give stable total schemes, (a) and (c) in Gustafsson et al. [3]

and (b) in Elvius and Sundström [1].  The relative error eR, which was introduced in

Section 4.1, can be expressed as (/^(k^Kj)^ - k2) • R0(k)/R0(k2), where k =

exp(2myhjc).  The interior root k2 approaches — 1 as h and k go to zero.  We obtain

the following expressions for R0(k):

(a) R0(k) = z-\- Xc(k - I),

(b) R0(k) = z-z-x -2Xc(k - Yt(z + z~')),

(c) R0(k) = (z - 1)(1 + K) - Xc(z + 1)(k - 1),

where z = exp(27r/7Ä:).   The total error for the problem in a strip 0 < x < 1 is given by

eR=(x-l)\ 77(1 - X2c2)/M2 + 2Pxiz0)lPxizx) + 2Rqík)/R0ík2).

If we choose the Lax-Wendroff scheme for the initial approximation, the term

Pxiz0)/Pxizx) is Oil/M*) and, therefore, negligible in comparison with the other terms.

In Table 3 the leading term of R0ík)/Rqík2) is listed together with estimates of how

many points per wavelength that are needed to obtain a relative error eR of less than

10% or less than 1%.   For comparison we also give the true error for the problem ut =

ux, uix, 0) = sin(27Tx), «(1, t) = sin(27ri) using meshes with 16 or 48 points per wave-

length.

Boundary

approximation
R0(K)/Ro(K2) 10%        1% 16 Pts-       48 Pts-

Explicit 7T2(1 - Xc)/M2 16 48 9.00E-2      9.90E-3

Weighted rr2(l - X2c2)lM2 19 60 1.04E-1      1.16E-2

Box Scheme (1/3)tt3(1 - X2c2)/M3 14 43 7.30E-2      7.90E-3

Table 3

The leading term of the boundary error is listed for different boundary conditions

for second order leapfrog in column 1.   In columns 2 and 3 the theoretical estimates of

the number of points needed to obtain an error of less than 10% or less than 1% are

given.   In columns 4 and 5 the true maximum error for the model problem are given

for 16 and 48 points, respectively.  The value of Xc is 0.75, and we have computed for

5 periods of time.

The figures in the table show that the theory agrees very well with the computational

results.  This is also seen in Figure 3, where the true error and the theoretical estimate
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are plotted as a function of time for the weighted approximation.  The same model

problem as above was used.

5 \      MAX ERROR. 0.01

4

3

2

1

Figure 3

The theoretical error estimate and the true error for the model problem ut =

ux,u(x, 0) = sin(27rx), 77(1, t) = sin(27Ti) are shown for two periods of time.

The interior scheme is second order leapfrog, the initial approximation is

Lax-Wendroff and the boundary approximation is weighted in time. The value

of Xc is 0.75 and we have used 30 points per wavelength in space.

In this example the box scheme is of "unnecessarily" high order-we only need

a scheme with the local second order accuracy to ensure the overall second order

accuracy.   As we see from the table, however, there is certainly a substantial gain of

accuracy in using the box scheme instead of the weighted scheme.

Let us briefly discuss two different boundary approximations for the leapfrog

scheme with a fourth order accurate difference operator in space.  The box scheme

applied twice at the left boundary and once at the right boundary can be shown to give

a stable approximation for both the right and the left quarter plane problems.  The

"correct" boundary scheme should be such that the function values axe approximated

with second order accuracy in time and fourth order accuracy in space. Such a scheme

was proposed and shown to be stable by Öliger in [5].  The box scheme on the other

hand gives only third order accurate function values (in both time and space). The error

constants for the box scheme are much smaller than those for the extrapolation scheme.

Therefore, the results using the box scheme are actually somewhat better, when the num-

ber of points per wavelength is relatively small although the box scheme is of lower order

of accuracy. This is true even for a very small timestep, Xc = 0.02. Theoretically, we can

see this by computing the solution to the relevant boundary value problem for the resol-

vent equation and compare the resulting coefficients for the two schemes. In Table 4 we

show the results of applying the two schemes to our test problem for different choices

of Xc.

THEORY
TRUE

TIME
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Xc = 0.2 Xc = 0.02

Boundary Approximation     -■-

No. of points No. of points

8 16        32 8 16

Box Scheme 5.1E-2    1.6E-2    3.2E-3        5.1E-2    8.2E-3

Oliger's scheme 1.4E-1    9.7E-3    1.3E-3 1.4E-1    1.1E-2

Table 4

The maximum error obtained in computations using the leapfrog scheme with fourth

order approximation in space and exact initial approximation.

We have included this result to demonstrate the importance of having some knowledge of

the error constant when we compare different schemes. For a fixed stepsize the limiting

order of the scheme does not provide sufficient information for us to make the proper choice.

In the final choice of difference approximation we must also include an estimate

of the work and storage requirements.  This is discussed in more detail in Section 5.4.

We only want to point out here that in several dimensions the box scheme is usually

not a good choice together with an explicit scheme.   It will connect all the points

along one boundary.   Therefore, we will need to solve a system of equations at each

step, which may increase the operation count drastically.   On the other hand the box

scheme is a very good choice together with some implicit schemes as we will see below.

5.3. Comparison of Boundary Conditions for Two Implicit Schemes. In this

section we will discuss the choice of boundary conditions for Crank-Nicolson and a

modified version which is of fourth order in space.   The interior scheme is defined by

vm n + l ~4 AC0Wl n + 1 ~vm-l  n + l) + @(vm + l n + 1 ~ 2vm n + 1 + vm-l n + l)

= vmn +4Xc("m + l n ~ vm-l  n)+ß(vm + l n ~ 2vmn +vm-l „)

with j3 = 0 for Crank-Nicolson and ß = 1/6 for the modified scheme.  The local trun-

cation errors for these schemes are

-X2k3uttt-\kh2uxxt+0(h")

and

- ¡2 *3""' + kh* ÏIÔ ****** + °^ + ft2*3>-

The relative error for the pure initial value problem is thus given by

êR = coctj(l +Íx2c2)tt3/M2

and

d /27r3X2c2       87T5   \
eR = cjct[-— +-—  •

R \   3M2 45M4/

respectively, where M is the number of points per wavelength.
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The schemes are unconditionally stable for the Cauchy problem.  They both need

one additional boundary approximation.  This boundary condition must be chosen with

care since it may affect both the stability and the accuracy of the scheme.   In

Sköllermo [6] a few different choices of boundary conditions are shown to give un-

conditionally stable schemes, but there is also one example of an explicit boundary ap-

proximation which makes the total scheme only conditionally stable.

We will consider the following boundary approximations and study their influence

on the accuracy of the schemes:

(a) (hD+) >v0n + 1=0,     j =1,2,3, where D+vm = (vm + x - vm)/h,

(b) von + i -Xc(vx n + x -v0n + x) = v0n,

(c) v0 n + l - * M"l „ + 1 - "O n + l) = v0n + '^^u ~ O'

(d) V0n + 1   + vl n + 1 -~XC(VX  n + x -VOn + x) = V0„ + Vx  „ + Xc(vx  „ - VQ „).

We will call these schemes extrapolation of order /, fully implicit, half implicit and the

box scheme.  They give unconditionally stable schemes, which was shown in [6] for

(a), (b) and (d), and which is easy to show also for (c).  In Section 4.1 we showed that

the influence of the boundary approximation on the error is described by a quotient

R0(k)/R0(k2), where z = exp(27ri7fc), k = exp(2niyh/c) and k2 corresponds to the

interior root to the resolvent equation.   This root approaches — 1 as h and k go to zero

both for Crank-Nicolson and for the modified scheme.  The functions R0(k) axe de-

fined by

(a) i?0(K) = (k - iy,

(b) R0(k) = z- 1 -zXc(k - 1),

(c) R0(k) = z(l - ViXc(k - 1)) - (1 + 1AXc(k - 1)),

(d) R0(k) = z(l + k - Xc(k -l))-(l +k + Xc(k - 1)).

The leading terms of the quotients are tabulated in Table 5 together with estimates of

how many points per wavelength are needed to obtain a relative error of less than 10%

or less than 1%. The true maximum error is also given for 16 and 48 points per wave-

length.  We have used the same model problem as was used previously.

From this table we can see that the first order boundary approximation indeed de-

stroys the total accuracy while the box scheme and the third order extrapolation are

equivalent.  The box scheme is preferable, however, since it is somewhat easier to im-

plement efficiently.

The same boundary conditions can be used together with the modified scheme.

Since k2 = -1 for h = 0 also in this case, the leading term of the boundary error is the

same as above.   In Table 6 we list the number of points per wavelength that are needed

to obtain a relative error of less than 1% or less than 0.1%.  We also give the true maxi-

mum error for the model problem with 8, 16 and 32 points per wavelength in Table 7.
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Boundary R0(k)/R0Ík2) 10%   1% 16 48

Approximation

Extrapolation

/= 1                         ir/M 71 637 5.9E-1 1.5E-1

/ = 2                        7T2/Af2 27 86 2.4E-1 2.6E-2

j = 3                        n3/M3 24 74 2.2E-1 2.3E-2

Fully implicit tt2(1 + Xc)lM2 30 94 3.3E-1 3.0E-2

Half implicit                   n2¡M2 27 86 2.8E-1 2.6E-2

Box scheme       \ tt3(1 - X2c2)M3 24 73 2.3E-1 2.3E-2

Table 5

The leading term of the boundary error is tabulated in column 1.  Columns 2 and 3

contain the number of points per wavelength that are needed to obtain a relative error

of less than 10% or less than 1% according to the theory.   In columns 4 and 5 the

true maximum error has been listed for the model problem.  The value of Xc is 0.75.

Boundary 1%_0-*%

Approximation        0.2        0.02      0.2 0.02

Extrapolation

/=2 46 45 144 141

7 = 3 21 19 47 40

Box scheme 16 14 38 29

Table 6

The estimated number of points per wavelength needed to obtain a relative

error less than 1% or less than 0.1% for Xc = 0.2 and Xc = 0.02.

The box scheme is seen to be the best choice in all cases.  Its superiority is more pro-

nounced for the fourth order scheme than it was for the second order scheme.   Extra-

polation of order 2 was chosen as representative for the second order schemes.  We see

that the boundary approximation plays a dominant role in the error in this case.  The

theoretical estimates of Table 6 are seen to agree very well with the figures of Table 7.

5.4.  Discussion.  In this section we will make an attempt to compare the schemes

which we have considered in the previous sections.

Let us discuss the pure initial value problem.  We have considered four schemes,

namely leapfrog and Crank-Nicolson of second order in both time and space and two

versions which are of fourth order in space.  We compare the number of points per

wavelength which are needed to obtain a relative error of less than 10% or less than 1%

in Table 8.
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Ac = 0.2 Ac = 0.02

Boundary No. of points No. of points

Approximation        8 16 32 8 16

Extrapolation

7 = 2 2.61E-1 7.40E-2 1.91E-2 2.74E-1 7.87E-2

7 = 3 1.03E-1 1.92E-2 2.92E-3 1.05E-1 2.37E-2

Box scheme 5.31E-2 6.59E-3 1.14E-3 4.10E-2 4.75E-3

Table 7

The true maximum error for the modified scheme with different boundary

approximations and for different numbers of points.

Scheme 10%       1%

Leapfrog with 18 56

Lax-Wendroff

4th order leapfrog 10 33

with Lax-Wendroff

Crank-Nicolson 21 68

Modified Crank-Nicolson 7 23

Table 8

The number of points per wavelength which are needed to obtain a relative
error of less than 10% or less than 1% are listed for Ac = 0.50.

We have chosen Ac = 0.5 so that all four schemes can be compared.   The leapfrog

scheme is stable for Ac < 1 but the fourth order explicit scheme is stable only for

Ac < 0.7287.   The ordinary leapfrog scheme involves four gridpoints and the fourth

order approximation six gridpoints to determine a new point.  The increase in work is

thus about 50% for the fourth order scheme and the corresponding figures in Table 8

should be multiplied by 1.5 before they are compared to those for the second order

leapfrog scheme.  We then find that the fourth order scheme is more efficient even for

this relatively large value of Ac.   The choice between the second and fourth order ver-

sions of the Crank-Nicolson scheme is easily made in favor of the higher order scheme,

which requires very little extra work since exactly the same gridpoints are involved in

both schemes.

The explicit schemes are clearly preferable unless the problem is very stiff which

we discuss below.  The fourth order schemes show the same result both for the pure

initial value problem and for the problem in a strip when they are compared for smaller

values of Ac and for better accuracy.   In Table 9 we list the number of meshpoints per

wavelength that are needed for the Cauchy problem.
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1% 0.1%

Scheme -

0.2        0.02      0.2        0.02

4th order leapfrog 12 14 41 28

with Lax-Wendroff

Modified Crank-Nicolson 7 90        28 16

Table 9

The number of points per wavelength which are needed to obtain a relative

error of less than 1% or less than 0.1% are listed for Ac = 0.02.

The importance of the implicit schemes lies, however, in the fact that they are

unconditionally stable.  When we work with stiff problems with widely varying values

of the constant Ac the conditional stability of the explicit schemes may force us to use

unnecessarily small timesteps, while for the implicit schemes we can choose Ac such that

the important part of the solution is accurately described.   Let us try to estimate how

stiff a problem should be for the implicit schemes to be competitive.

We consider the one-dimensional Cauchy problem for a system of equations where

the moduli of the eigenvalues range from cmin to cmax.  Let cint be the largest value

for which we are interested in an accurate solution.   Let A, denote the ratio k/h for

the implicit scheme and let AE be the ratio k/h for an explicit scheme.  Similarly, we

let M, and ME denote the number of points per wavelength for the implicit and ex-

plicit schemes, respectively.

The relative error for Crank-Nicolson second order implicit scheme is

^int^|^(l+^?4t)/^,2

and the error for the second order explicit leapfrog scheme is

cocinti.|7r3(l-A2c2nt)M2.

The number of operations required to advance the solution from the initial time 0 to

time t are

l4aM2/Xx    and    4aM2/AE

for Crank-Nicolson's scheme and the leapfrog scheme, respectively, where a is a certain

constant depending on t and 14 and 4 reflect the number of operations per point

needed to advance the solution one step in time.

Suppose we choose AÍ, and ME so that the relative errors are equal.   At which

ratio cint/cmax is the Crank-Nicolson scheme more efficient than the leapfrog scheme?

If we decide to pick AEcmax = 1 to ensure stability for the explicit leapfrog scheme,

we get the following table for different choices of A, • cint.
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Vint Cint/Cmax

0.99 0.18

0.75 0.21

0.50 0.23

Table 10

The stiffness ratio cint/cmax tabulated against different values of A,cint.

The implicit scheme is second order Crank-Nicolson and the explicit scheme

is second order leapfrog in time and space.

The conclusion is that the usual Crank-Nicolson scheme is more efficient than the

second order leapfrog scheme if the stiffness ratio cint/cmax is less than approximately

1/5.   If the problem at hand involves much overhead common to both methods this

ratio may be increased.

We can compare the second and fourth order schemes in a similar way but the

expressions get more complicated so we need not only to pick A,cint but also a cer-

tain error level.   The modified fourth order Crank-Nicolson scheme and the second order

leapfrog scheme give the same error but the implicit scheme requires less work if

Wnt  , Jjrf \     A-. o   /     c?_

45M.7    "max       3 V     cl14r-T~+77^) • w; < s I1 -— )• Vim-

We list ME, the error level eR, and the ratio cint/cmax for some combinations of

XjCint and Mx in Table 11.

Vint M\        ME eR cint/cmax

0.5 10 21 2.86-2 0.62

0.5 15 32 1.20-2 0.64

0.2 10 37 6.85-3 0.75

0.2 15 56 2.37-3 0.79

Table 11

Comparison of the fourth order Crank-Nicolson scheme and the second

order leapfrog scheme for different choices of A,cint and Mv

Thus, the fourth order implicit scheme is more efficient than the second order explicit

scheme if the stiffness ratio is less than 0.6 to 0.8 and if we require an error level of

less than 3%.  The smaller error we require the larger the stiffness ratio can be.

Finally, the leapfrog scheme with fourth order accuracy in space can be com-

pared to the modified Crank-Nicolson scheme which is also fourth order accurate in

space.  If we, e.g., choose X,cint = 0.2 and pick M, = ME = 10 we get the same
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error, 6.85E-3, if cjnt/cmax = 0.31, in which case the implicit scheme requires less

work.  The nonlinear relation between ME and M2 makes a strict analysis very com-

plicated without adding any substantial new knowledge.

For problems in several space dimensions the implicit schemes can compare

favorably to the explicit ones only for much smaller stiffness ratios, except maybe in

special cases where the resulting block-tridiagonal systems can be solved very efficiently.

6.   Summary.   We have developed a technique for the error analysis of finite

difference approximations to hyperbolic mixed initial boundary value problems.  The

errors emanating from the interior scheme, the initial approximation and the boundary

conditions can be discussed more or less separately.

We know that the initial approximation should have a local truncation error at

least of the same order as the global error for the interior scheme to keep the overall

accuracy at the desired level.  From Table 1 we see that it may be quite profitable to

use higher order schemes if possible.  In our example centered Euler needs about 30%

more points per wavelength than Lax-Wendroff to guarantee a relative error of less

than 1%.   Formally, the local truncation error in the boundary approximation should

also be of the same order as the global error of the interior scheme.   A small error

constant may, however, make a scheme competitive which is formally not of the "right"

order—at least for a small number of points.   However, we also notice, in Tables 5 and

6, how a boundary condition of too low accuracy dominates the total error (extrapola-

tion of order one and two, respectively).  Neither the box scheme nor the third order

extrapolation are formally of the "right" order to use together with the fourth order

implicit scheme, but we see from Table 7 that at least the box scheme works very well.

As was pointed out in Section 5.4, the implicit schemes are not competitive unless the

problem is fairly stiff.

The information in the tables in Section 5 should give some insight into how

different choices of initial or boundary approximations can be expected to influence

the accuracy of the total scheme.  The relative merits of the different schemes should

hold also in more complicated situations, although the number of points needed to ob-

tain a certain accuracy can only be used as a guideline.  The technique of the analysis

has been demonstrated in the examples of Sections 3 and 4 and its usefulness and

applications should be evident from Section 5.   It is our hope that this paper will be

useful in the comparison and choice of difference approximations in various situations.
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